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ABSTRACT
Modern Intelligent Transport Systems incorporate the traffic control strategies that are based not only on long
term traffic analysis and forecasts, but also on the real time events detection like accidents or high congestion. The
flexibility of these systems depends on accurate and precise data set describing the current state of road network.
To estimate it, the data from various sources like: video surveillance, induction loops or vehicles itself (Vehicle
to Infrastructure communication –V2I) is gathered. Excluding detection errors, the video surveillance data
is a reliable source of general information about the traffic flow. On the other hand, the vehicle communication
can provide less reliable, but more detailed information about a particular vehicle like: its engine state or planned
manoeuvre. Unreliable or forged C2I information can be used to disturb traffic or to gain a higher priority on the
road. The paper reviews the fusion algorithms that are used to merge data from video tracking algorithms and
vehicular networks. Based on the survey, a weighted fusion algorithm is proposed that estimates the acquired data
reliability. The algorithm uses the video surveillance data as a filter for C2I communication. Finally, applications
for microscopic traffic models and safety issues are taken into consideration.
KEYWORDS: VANET, video detection, fusion algorithm

1. Introduction
Acquiring data for optimal road traffic control or surveillance
is a very complex issue. In case of big cities, where ITS systems are
implemented, the video detection is a major source of information
about the traffic. However, data provided by these systems are not
detailed enough and inaccurate to be used in most traffic microscopic
simulation models. The major drawback of video surveillance is
a detectors quantity. Moreover, the traffic cameras are not present
at every intersection or are working as virtual loop at selected
traffic lanes, some intersection inlets or outlets. Finally, road
constructions, which are changing road network characteristic is
not followed by changes in ITS monitoring infrastructure. This
drawbacks led to considering ad-hoc vehicle networks (VANET)
as data inconsistence solution.
VANET offers a lot of opportunities for application’s development.
Modern OBUs with connection interfaces are not only able to
communicate with traffic participants, send or receive warnings,
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but also to analyse complex messages and to generate their own
safety assessments. The application possibilities of OBU are vast:
avoiding traffic jams and accidents, warning about the weather
threats like ice, fog or strong wind. GPS systems, used in several
routing algorithms, can utilise and validate the received data. The
drawback of this technology is an ability to forge information which
can disturb a traffic flow. Therefore, fusion of data from various
sources is required.
The paper proposes the real-time solution that aggregate data
from multiple sources and filter them at the same time.

2. Related works
The paper connects four research areas: video-detection, vehicle
ad-hoc networks, traffic modelling as well as data processing algorithms
– modelling and fusion algorithms in particular. Each of this areas
will be briefly described next, in accordance to the researched topic.

3

TRAFFIC VIDEO AND VANET DATA FUSION ALGORITHM

2.1. Video tracking
The knowledge of a video-detection algorithms are essential
to estimate their detection error. Moving objects, like vehicles, can
be detected by their shapes, appearances and actions [1]. The most
common and developed practice in object tracking is to identify it
first. This task can be achieved by finding the object representation
in a separate frame. The object can be represented as a set of points,
set of geometric figures or defined silhouette.
While using points, object can be represented as a centroid
[2] and in case of several points by their spatial relations [3]. This
methods are used for tracking small objects. While processing
bigger objects a shape representation can be used [1]. The most
advanced and time consuming are silhouette operations. They can
be constructed by simple geometric shapes fusion or obtained
as a result of background subtraction [2]. Despite the selected
method the changes in direction and scale are managed by adaptive
filters or homography transformations. The introductive surveys
was made [4]. The data provided by video-detection algorithms
are noised, however the most precise detection is achieved using
virtual detection loops ~1m accuracy. In case of tracking objects
the accuracy change with distance from the camera and is equal
(1,∞) meters.

2.2. VANET solutions
Vehicular ad-hoc networks are becoming more and more
reliable tool to exchange data between vehicles. The vehicles and
road side units can communicate to create unified network. There
are many standards and propositions how to store, secure and
process the information in vehicular networks [5] [6].
According to Dedicated Short Range Standard (DSRC) to be able
to create the network its nodes must be within each other’s range.
In case of Japan it is 30 m, in Europe it is 15-20 m and in the USA
it is up to 1000 m [5]. In Europe and the United States of America
5.8 GHz bandwidth is dedicated to the vehicular communication,
providing 7 or 4 channels with transmission rate 250 kbit/s for upload
and 500kbit for download (in USA: 1-4 Mbit). One of the channels
is strictly for security and safety purposes. Second standard is
based on 802.11p transmission protocol and WAVE/ IEEE1609.3
specification[6]. Its effective transmission range is usually estimated
at 100 m. However, some research shows outdoor usage for range
from 400 m up to 1200 m [xx1].
Dynamic changes of the structure (reconstruction approximately
every 6 s [7]) are a characteristic feature of vehicular networks.
Network is usually build with redundant connections in order to stay
consistent.
VANETs are built basing on the following communication
standards: Wi-Fi IEEE 802.11p, WAVE IEEE 1609, WiMAX IEEE
802.16, Bluetooth, IRDA or ZigBee.
VANET is considered as a vital part of modern Intelligent
Transport System (ITS). In this case we can distinguish: Inter-vehicle
communication (IVC) and road-to-vehicle communication (RVC).
VANET using road-side units is able to generate position data
with accuracy 3-10 m in open space and 5-20 m in urban districts
(where buildings and noises are most frequent). Using video
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surveillance data we can verify position and pinpoint it even more
precisely. To acquire data for experiments VANET simulation
model was developed in [8]. Experiments shows that the ability
to send message to VANET, based on 802.11 standard and at
1200 veh/h traffic volume, is 91%.

2.3. Traffic modelling
The traffic flow can be modelled both in mesoscopic, macroscopic
and microscopic scale. The paper focus on separate vehicle data
estimation, thus microscopic model will be considered. There are
many traffic models that evaluate the positions and velocity of
vehicles. The paper will use the basic kinetic traffic equations and
Cellular automata to provide data and for verification purposes.
Cellular automata have become a useful tool for microscopic
modelling of road traffic processes, due to its low computational
complexity and high performance in computer simulations. Cellular
models are limited to discrete time, space and state representation.
However, despite limitations, a traffic process can be simulated with
sufficient precision. The detailed implementations was thoughtfully
described in [9, 10]. The model has many application and extensions
for:
turban road networks [11],
tsignalised urban networks [12],
ttraffic modelling [12],
tthe fuzzy cellular model[13].
The paper will adopt the Kosinski ordered numbers, which
proved to be potent representation in transport solutions [13].

2.4. Fusion algorithms
In century, where ITS and VANET technology is used for more
and more critical applications like: Vehicle Collision Warning Systems
(CWS) and Autonomous Vehicles [14], it is vital to create robust
and precise localisation system. Unfortunately, all widely available
systems such as GPS receivers or cellular networks alone are not
the best solutions. Therefore, fusion of following technologies is
required: GPS localisation, Dead Reckoning, Cellular Localization or
Image/Video Localization systems. There are many works concerning
the linear models with noise: gaussian/ nongaussian. To predict/
filter them Kalman Filter, which presenting highest performance
in polynomial computation complexity, (classical/extended) and
Particle Filter are used. Unfortunately they constantly requires
position and its error estimation. The paper proposed to simplify
evaluation using fuzzy numbers.

3. Model proposal
The paper introduces a model to connect data from following
sources: video-detection, kinetic equations and VANET. Each
data source characterise with variation and trust level. The overall
relation model was presented in Fig. 1.
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ci’=[xx, vx,ax, xy, vy, ay, wa, wv],
ci’’=[xx, xy, vyĮy, ayĮa, wa,wv].

CCTV camera
Vehicle
GPS
localisation

Vehicle
GPS/DR
recognition
Video-detection
algorithms

Data fuzzification and prediction module (RSU)

Data aggregation

Steering strategy

Fig. 1. The model external dependencies

The dash-dot elements are a part of VANET. Data, which are
acquired from it, could be obtained continuously, however the
forged as well as bias data can be sent to disturb traffic. The dashed
line modules represent reliable data from surveillance system, which
can be treated as a verification element. Despite reliability, video
surveillance is not monitoring all traffic roads, therefore fusion of
this sources is needed. The road side units collect a data from many
sourced according to the scheme in Fig. 2.
Based on the model state the control functions can be performed.
The traffic control strategies are described in [13]. Therefore this
model will focus on bolded block, which performs data gathering and
its representation in a road model.
Proposed solution reduces possibility to react on faked warnings,
that could be forged in VANET.
Vehicle
(X,V,A)VANET data
at time t, t-1

Fuzzy vehicle
description
Fuzzy Kalman
filter
+ kinetic. eq.

Vehicle
(X,V,A)video det.
data at time t, t-1

Fuzzy vehicle
description

Vehicle (X)virtual
data at time t,
t-1

loop

Fuzzy vehicle
description

Fuzzy Kalman
filter
+ kinetic. eq.

Data aggregation and dissemination based on overlap function

Traffic flow description

Vectors ci’ and ci’’ are data provided form vehicle navigation.
Vectors can be shortened to describe virtual loops or video tracking
data. To unify data the ci’ vector, which represents Cartesian
coordinates, will be transformed to polar coordinates. The trivial
transition (vx,xy) → (v,αv) and (ax,ay) → (a,αa) is performed. The
vector ci’’ is considered as an unified description.
To represent vehicle data and source noise, the Kosinski ordered
numbers [15] were used. A vehicle position, velocity and accuracy is
defined as fuzzy ordered number. All values are represented using
pair of f and g functions and four parameters a=[a1, a2, a3, a4] :

and the fuzzy ordered number, which can be defined as a pair:
(3)

The basic operation for f and g functions were defined in [15].
To simplify evaluation process trapezoid representation for vehicles
was chosen (Fig. 3). Each vehicle vector ci is defined within a lane
set (Lj):

L=ULj,j ࣅ N
Lj={ci `Lࣅ1

(4)

where: Lj – j lane within road network L..
The vehicle vector ci is further simplified to represent motion
within lane:
ci=[xi,vi,ai,qi,ui]
(5)
where:
xi , vi , ai – position/velocity/ acceleration within Li lane,
qi±DFFXUDF\>@RI¿WQHVVRIYHKLFOHi within lane Lj,
ui – trust function of i-th vehicle.
a,Įa

Fig. 2. Overall data aggregation model scheme

v, Įv

xx, xy-lane approx.

3.1. Model definition
Proposed model is flexible and it can be adapted to any VANET
standard e.g. WAVE or CAR2X. The model allows system to gain
data either from RSUs or from external network via GSM. In
both cases the additional fuzzy vehicle description is added. The
model consists of three functional blocks: the data inquiry, data
aggregation into road model, and data verification procedure.
The model acquire data from multiple sources. Based on
preliminary survey two types of vehicle description was distinguished:

7PMVNFr*TTVFr.BZ

xx

vehicle length
measure. error

v, a

measure. error

Fig 3. Fuzzy vehicle representation within a lane
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The function of location determination of vehicle within a lane
for video-detection is based on virtual loop and defined by onedimension value – displacement within Lj (for vehicle tracking
– several detection fields). The data aggregation for VANET is
performed in accordance to the closest set of traffic lanes L’ (Fig. 4).

(10)
The prediction process is performed for each data source separately.
Based on the received data aggregation process is performed.

3.2. Data aggregation
l1

The aggregation process is based on the sum of lane sets Lj
from distinct sources. The sum is performed according to ui, qi and
overlap function, which define the mutual correspondence between
each vehicle. To reduce algorithm complexity, it can be assumed
that overtaking manoeuvre is not performed, however it is a big
simplification and this algorithm will take overtaking manoeuvre
under consideration. The overlap function is defined as follows:

l2
Ȗj

dxj
v

Ȗi
dxi
l3
l4

Fig. 4. Approximation of vehicle to the specific lane.

To find a probable lane the distance measure with angle between
lane direction and vehicle velocity was used. The vehicle can appear
on two and more lanes if they are close to each other.
The localisation detection using GPS systems has Gaussian
noise, therefore the following equation was proposed:
(6)
where:



ıi – standard deviation of a measure,
Ȗi – angle between lane and vehicle direction,
dxi – perpendicular distance between lane and vehicle.

The value is decreased along with prediction horizon with
dq rate. The qi value influence detection process. The model was
enriched by kinetic equation and Kalman filter to predict the
vehicle state, which is not constantly updated. The Kalman filter
was adopted to fuzzy ordered numbers processed by the following
equations for rough estimation:

(11)

The final position of a vehicle is defined using following
general adaptation filter steps:
1. vehicle ci are removed from lanes Li if its value is not maximal
among alternative lanes,
2. data trust value ui is evaluated using video-surveillance data
(xi) and VANET data (xj) using following equation:
3. Remove every ci , if its qi < eq (def: 0,1),
4. The overlap function was performed for vehicles from the
same lane and various sources: Li’+Li’’.
5. If vehicles ci and cj overlaps more than eo=1/3, remove vehicle
with lower u value, if it is not possible perform comparison
for q value.
6. If there is more sources for Li go back to point 4.
The aggregation is performed for every lane separately. After
simple mathematical transformations forth rule in equation 11(eq.
*) was modify to reduce fu complexity:

(7)
(12)
Next step require Kalman gain evaluation using fuzzification
degree of xi and xi’(the fuzzified measure of vehicle i after dt time
interval), for right side(hr) and left side(hl) separately:
(8)
(9)
Final estimation is performed using following equation for
every ci within Lj:

6

4. Model evaluation
To verify the model a Cellular automata was used [9]. The
model is enhanced by the VANET simulation platform described
by author in [8]. Signal propagation from RSU to other
cars via car-to-car communication takes place every second. The
transmission range was defined based on European standard to
20m (100m for 802.11 standard), which is equal to 4(20) cells in
the presented model. Furthermore the vehicle video-detection
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based on preliminary survey of algorithms is able to detect vehicles
with success rate 97%. The lifetime of package in network was
estimated to 5 seconds. The algorithm process data provided from
a car-to-car communication, RSU or paid GSM communication.
The modelled network grid was defined in fig 5.

Finally, a number of trusted vehicles in comparison to all vehicles
was researched according to du value and supervised road area(%)
(fig. 8).

Fig. 5. The road network model

The network was tested in 1200 veh/h traffic volume,10m
precision of GPS localisation and video-detection devices (accuracy
2m). Survey shows minimal impact of traffic volume on prediction
of vehicle state. However, noise value from various sources is a key
parameter influencing detection rate. Its relation is presented in Fig.
6. The aggregation possibility of model was also shown (as sum data
series).

Fig. 8. Vehicle video supervision accuracy

The performed research shows, that it is possible to authorise the
VANET data using video-detection, if the balance in infrastructure
is maintained.

5. Conclusion

Fig. 6 The tracking error in comparison to cellular model

The research firmly shows, that fuzzification process does not
influence the model precision. The low value of VANET is obtained,
due to Kalman filter usage, which is responding to rapid changes
in velocity of cellular model. In next experiment, the time interval
between next localisation process was changed. The Fig. 7 shows
description precision changes.

The paper proposes the adaptive filter to aggregate and validate
data for VANET. The data authorisation method was proposed based
on trust level (u) and data accuracy (q). Additionally, ordered
fuzzy numbers was used to include data noise using its variance.
Moreover, kinetic restrictions were placed using Kalman filter,
thus data from various sources can be predicted. The prediction
is simplified by processing data and its noise simultaneously. The
model is robust, simple and can be adopted to real-time processing.
The data sources accepted by model are various: video surveillance,
induction loops or vehicles itself. Using model unreliable or forged
C2I information can be detected, if they overlap with trusted vehicles
position. The model was verified using cellular model as source data
and verification data.
Further research will consider the model enhancement and
experiments on real traffic data. Additionally, more advanced
aggregation and verification algorithms will be developed – enhanced
by driver behavioural model data.
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ABSTRACT
Authors of the article present the basic assumptions of a model construction of technical risk management in rail
transport. The model includes key elements affecting safety of traffic in rail transport. This refers to the system and
process links between various participants in railway traffic, with reference to the technological criteria ensuring
continuity of railway traffic. The author defines a place and role of technology transfer in building effective and
efficient models of technical risk management in rail transport.
KEYWORDS: risk management, technology transfer, model, innovation

1. Introduction
Contemporary functioning of companies in the rail transport
sector requires a new and creative look at its mechanisms.
A passive model based on responding to events and disruptions
occurring in rail traffic is no longer sufficient. The rail safety
issue becomes particularly important, examined in the causeand-effect relationship with risk management processes. The
strategic and tactical-operational dimension of risk management
then creates new space in improving organization processes. To
maintain continuity of a railway business it is essential to master
many factors that generate risk, to estimate probability of their
occurrence, and parameterize basic management measures in
a dynamic process of making decisions occurring in real time.
This system developed in the form of a model, that is reproducing
configuration of all the key elements, resources and relationships,
can guarantee an acceptable level of railway safety, make it
fully compatible with other systems and ensure technological
development of the sector based on effective and efficient transfer
of railway technologies that create new dimension of innovation
and knowledge in rail transport. The author of the article presents
the basic assumptions of a model construction of technical risk
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management in rail transport. This model includes key elements
affecting safety of traffic in rail transport. This refers to the system
and process links between various participants in railway traffic,
with reference to the technological criteria ensuring continuity of
railway traffic. The author defines a place and role of technology
transfer in building effective and efficient models of technical risk
management in rail transport.

2. New requirements and
boundary conditions in the
rail transport sector - the
interpretive perspective
Contemporary functioning of rail transport sector companies
is conditioned by numerous new boundary assumptions and
criteria, which in recent years have been established by the
supervisory bodies of rail transport, rail market customers and
other stakeholders in the sector. The changes have resulted from
numerous railway events, including several major rail disaster
and the current situation related to the economic crisis, and,
especially in Poland, too little financial investment in rail transport
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infrastructure, rolling stock and other factors supporting the
sector. Also, the European Union requirements for standardizing
the mechanisms of conduct in the various sectors of economy,
based on ISO 9000 standards, have reached the railway sector.
Standardization and unification of solutions from organizational,
managerial and technological perspective, implemented in the
form of EU directives and based on entrepreneur’s responsibility
for performance set new criteria for doing business in the rail
sector. The past years are a period of increased efforts of Polish
entrepreneurs, which involve adjusting their business models to
the legal, organizational and managerial standards of conduct
accepted by the European Railway Agency.

3. A place and role of technology
transfer in building a system
of technical risk management
in rail transport
An important area to improve safety in rail transport is skillful
transfer of rail technologies, which can be conducted through
innovation management systems. According to a classic definition of
J.A. Schumpeter, innovation is understood as a combination of [1]:
tDeveloping new products and placing them on the market,
tImplementing new ways of production,
tCapturing and creating new markets,
tAcquiring new sources in obtaining resources,
tNew organization.
Innovativeness of solutions in rail transport is affected by the use
of best available technology (techniques). It also refers to procedures
of managing, supervising and monitoring processes. In rail transport
principles of building incremental and groundbreaking innovation
can be applied.
Incremental innovations in rail transport result from gradual
improvement of a product, mainly due to exhaustion of the
technical or organizational potential of the railway technology
process being applied. They can be implemented for example by:
tA modern approach to systems of safety management in rail
transport,
tA modern approach to systems of maintenance management
in rail transport,
tBenchmarking of supply chains.
Benchmarking of supply chains is essential for efficient and
effective risk management, since technology transfer can occur
on its basis. Benchmarking of supply chains means a process of
continuous search, measuring and adapting solutions used to
improve efficiency and effectiveness of the chains according to
customers’ expectations, based on best standards in their best
links and competitive partner relationships [2].
Groundbreaking innovation in rail transport means using new
railway technologies, which require newer devices, new professional
specialities and new materials.
Both incremental and groundbreaking innovations can be
implemented through skillful transfer of technologies that have
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already been used in railway systems of other countries, where
there is a higher technical culture of railway transport operation.
The advantage of using technology transfer, based on a contract
authorizing the company to use technology that has already been
tested by its legal owner or user, is reduced risk due to the fact
that the applied solution has already been implemented elsewhere.
Consequently, time of entering the market is shorter and there is
impetus conducive to developing internal capabilities in the area
which the technology concerns [3]. In current Polish conditions
this may relate in particular to:
tETCS systems – the European Train Control System, which
ensures operation of the cabin signalling system and continuous
control of engine driver’s work;
tDiagnostic testing of railway vehicle wheel sets without
disassembling its parts, and diagnostic testing of other key
parameters that affect technical and operational conditions
and safety of railway traffic;
tNew technologies supporting basic operational functions which
affect safety and monitoring of operating parameters;
tTest – measuring equipment, essential to apply in rail transport;
tModern descriptions of construction, maintenance, adjustment
and repair of assemblies and wagon components, drawings,
diagrams, measuring cards, and sample measurement tools.
An important advantage of technology transfer, also in rail
transport, is the transfer of research findings, for example introduced
into economy by means of a patent. However, timing of the transfer and
efficiency of implementation procedures are important. Systemically,
it is worth seeing it from the angle of the implemented technological
strategy, which Dogson understands as an understanding inside
the company, first by senior management and then by the whole
organization, of technology importance and potential because of its
competitive impact on how the potential can be used in future and
how it complements other elements of the strategy, such as finance,
marketing and HR [4].
An important factor strongly creating and accelerating the
transfer of railway technologies in Polish conditions may be
establishing cluster initiatives. According to one definition, a cluster
is a geographical centre of specialized companies (mostly SMEs)
operating in related sectors, linked with the network of public and
private institutions supporting their activity. There are market and
non-market links between companies resulting from the exchange
of goods and information. Behaviour of individual companies is
determined by a sense of relationship and community with other
companies from related sectors, operating in this location [5].
Therefore, an objective of railway clusters may be building
successful cluster initiatives to create favourable conditions for
development of companies operating in the railway industry. This
enables consolidation of the railway sector, technology transfer,
technological benchmarking and creating innovative solutions for
UDLOZD\WUDI¿F7KLVREMHFWLYHFDQEHDFKLHYHGWKDQNVWRWKHHIIHFW
of synergy between participants of cluster initiatives. Linking
comprehensive actions to develop the railway sector by building
mechanisms of effective rail technology transfer to Poland may
VLJQL¿FDQWO\UHGXFHWKHULVNRIDGYHUVHHYHQWVLQWKHVHFWRU
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4. Basic assumptions of
implementing a system of risk
management in the railway
company

Stage III
3. Conducting varied staff trainings, depending on their role in
the designed risk management system.
Stage IV

4. Giving presentations of the designed Risk Management System
An important element in the concept of implementing a system of
risk management in rail transport is conducting a multidimensional,
comprehensive and thorough analysis of the status quo to identify
solutions used in a company, related to technical risk management.
Technical risk is a part of operational risk, which can be defined as
risk arising from inadequate or defective internal processes inside
the organization, inadequate or defective work of people or systems,
as well as external events. The definition also includes legal risk but
strategic risk and the risk of damaging reputation are excluded [6].
Operational risk consists of two different sets of events. On the one
hand we deal with relatively minor and repeatable events. They are
themselves predictable, and probability of their occurrence and the
total loss owing to them are easy to calculate. On the other hand,
there are rare events, fraught with consequences, often bearing the
hallmarks of a disaster (major events) [7].
The sample programme of implementing the Integrated Risk
Management System is presented below.
Stage I
1.1 Identifying solutions used in risk management.
'H¿QLQJSULQFLSOHVRIGHFLVLRQPDNLQJLQDUDLOZD\FRPSDQ\
1.3 Evaluating effectiveness of applied and designed solutions,
especially in the context of their actual impact on probability
and consequences of the risk materialization.
1.4 &RQGXFWLQJDQDQDO\VLVRIEHQH¿WVIURPLPSOHPHQWLQJD
technical risk management system, together with showing the
stakeholders of the solution.
1.5 Preparing a report summarizing the situation in the area of
risk management, indicating the major categories of risk.
Stage II
2.1 Developing the Technical Risk Management Policy.
2.2 6WDQGDUGL]LQJFRQFHSWVDQGGH¿QLWLRQVRIDULVNPDQDJHPHQW
system.
2.3 Developing procedures and tools used to identify risk within
the framework of the established categories.
2.4 Developing methodology of risk assessment, i.e. determining
WKHOHYHORIVLJQL¿FDQFH
2.5 Developing a map and risk register.
2.6 Establishing risk hedging instruments.
2.7 Establishing risk control measures.
2.8 Developing a risk management structure, i.e. distribution of
duties and responsibilities of people involved in the risk
management process.
2.9 'HYHORSLQJDSURFHVVRIPRGL¿FDWLRQDQGFKDQJHVLQWKHULVN
management system.
2.10 Establishing rules of monitoring adequacy of the Risk
Management Policy and risk management procedures
2.11 Taking other important actions to enhance effectiveness of
the solutions.
7PMVNFr*TTVFr.BZ

to the company top management.

5. Identifying, analyzing and assessing risks and establishing
instruments of conduct aimed at reducing probability and
impact of their occurrence and determining control measures.
6. Establishing schedules of the Risk Management System
implementation.
7.1. Conducting a general analysis of the main processes carried
out in the company, together with identifying key people
responsible for their course.
7.2 Acquiring information about risks, using the developed tools
and methodologies.
7.3 Identifying market risk in the context of technical risk.
7.4 Identifying operational risk in the context of technical risk.
,GHQWLI\LQJ¿QDQFLDOULVNLQWKHFRQWH[WRIWHFKQLFDOULVN
7.6 Conducting a risk analysis of probability and impact of its
RFFXUUHQFHVSHFLI\LQJDOHYHORILWVVLJQL¿FDQFH
7.7 Creating a risk map.
'HWHUPLQLQJWKHDSSHWLWHIRUULVNLQWKHFRQWH[WRILGHQWL¿HG
business objectives of the company.
 (VWDEOLVKLQJ D ZD\ RI GHDOLQJ ZLWK ULVNV LGHQWL¿HG DQG
HYDOXDWHGIRUH[DPSOHE\XVLQJ¿QDQFLDOKHGJLQJLQVWUXPHQWV
(VWDEOLVKLQJFRQWUROPHDVXUHVIRUWKHLGHQWL¿HGULVN
7.11 Developing a list of key risk types.
7.12 Developing plans of responding to key risks.
7.13 Establishing risk owners, together with handing over appropriate
tools used to manage risks.
Stage V

8.1 Developing accounting principles and rules of recognising
hedging instruments, authorised for use in the company, in
WKH¿QDQFLDOVWDWHPHQWV
8.2 Developing principles, procedures and methodologies of security
accounting, including measuring security effectiveness.
8.3 Preparing a staff training on implemented solutions.
8.4 Preparing a staff training on implemented solutions.
9. Designing and supporting implementation of separate risk
management infrastructure elements, i.e. inter alia: a course
of risk management processes, designing and preparing
requirements for IT tools supporting risk management.
Stage VI

10.Developing a communication system for risk management.
11. Establishing a specimen of documents reporting the situation
regarding risk and determining frequency of drawing them up
and the rules for monitoring risk.
12. Developing a methodology of assessing effectiveness of the
Risk Management System.
13. 3UHSDULQJD¿QDOUHSRUWLQFOXGLQJDVXPPDU\RILPSOHPHQWDWLRQ
and recommendations on effective use of the Risk Management
System in future.
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Table 2. Integration of a process approach with identification of risk
in the processes
No.

Process type:

Process
owner

Risk arising in
the processes

Risk
owner

1

2

3

4

5

Rare

Unlikely

Average

Probable

Almost
certain

0-20%

21-40%

41-60%

61-80%

81-100%

Description

In this area you should identify processes related to company
activities that are of particular importance for the occurrence of
the related risks.
A proposal to integrate a process approach with identification
of risk in the processes is shown in Table 2

Table 3. A sample methodology of technical risk scoring assessment
Description

5.1. Conducting a general analysis of main
processes in the company together with
identifying key people responsible for
their course

Numerous methods of analyzing technical systems, which can
be used to identify hazards and assess risks, include inter alia:
tHazard and Operability Study (HAZOP),
tFailure Mode and Effect Analysis (FMEA),
tFault Tree Analysis (FTA),
tEvent Tree Analysis (ETA),
tPreliminary Hazard Analysis (PHA),
tHuman Reliability Assessment (HRA).

Probability

The fundamental activities that are necessary to implement
the risk management system properly are presented and explained
in the following paragraphs.

5.3. Conducting a risk analysis of probability
and impact of its occurrence, specifying
a level of significance.

Scoring

5. Practical implementation of
the Risk Management System
according to the adopted
model

Press
reports in
the whole
country

No
achievement of
a key goal

Serious
injuries

Some
information
in the
national
media

Activity
disruptions

Injuries

Some
information
in the local
or regional
media

Few activity
disruptions

Small
injuries

Limited
information
in the local
or regional
media

Short activity
disruptions

Small
injuries

Poor
information
in the local
and regional
media

Catastrophic

Loss of life

Financial
loss
100.000
PLN <
500.000
PLN
Financial
loss 10.000
PLN <
100.000
PLN

2

Financial
loss 100
PLN <
1.000 PLN

1

Small
financial
loss < 100
PLN

4

3

5.2. Acquiring information about risks, using
the developed tools and methodologies.

12

No
achievement of
key goals

Financial
loss >
500.000

5

Source: own study

A list of risk types together with their categorization
should be developed, as a result of both the audit of solutions
applied in a company and related to protection against risk and
a process and historical event analysis, as part of the retrospective
method and analyses of secondary data (historical events that
have had, or will have an impact on safety). Techniques of event
LGHQWL¿FDWLRQDUHXVHGWRGRLW

Reputation

Serious

Management
processes:
1.
2.
n.

Health and
Human
safety
protection

Average

Supporting
processes:
1.
2.
n.

Organizational

Small

Fundamental
processes:
1.
2.
n

Financial

Insignificant

Main processes:
1.
2.
n

Criteria

Source: own study
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Table 4. A sample methodology of technical risk scoring assessment
No.

Probability

1

0-20%

2

21-40%

3

41-60%

4

61-80%

5

81-100%

Process risk assessment plays a key role, both in the activity of
an infrastructure manager and a railway undertaking.

5.5. Determining the appetite for risk in the
context of identified business objectives
of the company
In the process of implementing the risk management system:
ta level of the appetite for technical risk is set,
tcohesion of the implemented processes with the appetite for
risk is evaluated.

No.

Loss level

1

Financial loss up to 1% of revenue

2

Financial loss from 1% to 5% of revenue

3

Financial loss from 5% to 10% of revenue

4

Financial loss from 10% to 20% of revenue

5

Financial loss over 20% of revenue

No.

Risk security

5.6. Establishing control measures for the
identified technical risk.
Risk limits related to company processes that are carried out are
set. Risk limits are accepted levels of deviations in implementing
individual processes.

1

Non-procedural security

2

Procedure-established security

3

Procedural security, integrated into a
comprehensive risk management system

4

Validated security

5.7. Developing a list of key risks.

Source: own study

Technical risk assessment can be used in the context of:
tRisk significance / probability of occurrence. (Risk
significance: Catastrophic – loss below 100 mln PLN, main –
loss from 10 to 100 mln PLN, average – loss from 2 to 10 mln
PLN, small – loss from 0.5 do 2 mln PLN, insignificant – loss
smaller than 0.5 mln PLN.
tProbability of occurrence – up to 1 quarter, within 1 year,
from 1 year to 2 years, from 2 to 5 years, over 5 years.

Such risks are identified among the selected risks related to
company economic activity that could potentially make the biggest
losses.

5.8. Developing plans of responding to key risks
A response to risk may include avoiding, limiting, sharing and
accepting technical risk. Such activities related to the risk occurred
are recommended that will be most efficient, effective and risk
appetite – related.

5.9. Establishing risk owners, together with
handing over appropriate tools used to
manage risks

5.4. Creating a risk map
In order to design a risk map, key areas where technical risk
may occur are defined in the process of identifying risk-causing
phenomena.
A sample model of risks occurring in the process of railway
infrastructure management is presented in Fig.1

5.10. Establishing a specimen of documents
reporting the situation regarding risk and
determining frequency of drawing them
up and the rules for monitoring risk

Common risk (RW)

AND

Infrastructure
manager’s risk (Rz)

Pailway undertaking’s
risk (Rp)

OR

Service provider’s
(subcontractor) risk (Rd)

AND

Risk resulting
inappropriate use of
infrastructure

Risk resulting
from the
transport
process

OR

Risk related to
transported
materials

Risk related to
subcontractor’
s work
organization

Risk related to
the type of
services
provided by a
subcontractor

Fig.1 Risk of the railway infrastructure management process
Source: own study

7PMVNFr*TTVFr.BZ

A management structure facilitating a risk management
process should be developed. It is recommended to appoint top
management representative and risk management coordinators.
In addition to these functions, there are process owners and risk
owners.

The basic document in the risk management process is a risk
card. The cards are updated on a regular basis and quarterly, after
meetings of the risk management commission.

5.11. Defining principles of monitoring risk
Mainly the risk that is a deviation from the planned costs is
reported in the risk management process. It is necessary to estimate
the amount of loss and probability of risk occurrence.
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5.12. Developing a communication system for
technical risk
Implementation of the risk management system should be
announced in an organization through a technical risk management
policy and determining an appropriate organizational structure
conducive to efficient and effective risk-related communication.

6. Conclusion
Technical risk management is now an indispensable part of
managing companies operating in the railway transport sector. A
company should link objectives with risks affecting them, pursuant
to the adopted methodology. This should be realised in accordance
aguarantees company business stability in the difficult internal and
external environment, full of strategic uncertainty.
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ABSTRACT
Article describes research stand that recreates voltage signal that corresponds with acceleration signal in real
collision and transmits it to the input of collision detection module in mass produced airbag controller. This
research stand was prepared in the scope of research and development project „Research on methodology of
eCall automatic notification system of road accident”. This research stand makes possible to recreate signals with
differential amplitude and gradient registered during collision of real vehicles, in which airbags were running or
not. There were also conducted studies on road accident detection algorithm, which was implemented in mass
produced controllers for airbags of Volkswagen’s group cars. Appropriate software enabled possibility to restore
default state of airbag from the beginning of simulation. This paper presents results of project’s studies.
KEYWORDS: eCall, safety, car accidents, emergency system, 112

1. Introduction
Correct detection of collision, which will require intervention
of emergency service, is very important from the viewpoint of
properly working eCall system. With about 366 thousands of road
collision (about 40 thousand accidents) in 2011, which were placed
only in Poland, would give us huge number of notifications, which
would be sent to Public Rescue Answering Point. Assuming that
only every fourth collision will require intervention, emergency
service will be notified approximately every 6 minutes of all day
and night, during all year.
Since 2014, in eCall system autonomously device will be used,
which will be installed on every new vehicle. It will be composed of
accident detection module and transmission module, corresponding
for connection with Public Rescue Answering Point. Device will sent
short report called MSD (Minimal Set of Data) and establish voice
connection between vehicle and duty operator in Point.
Due to safety, vehicle manufacturer did not allowed to use accident
data from car systems by eCall on-board devices. Substantiation of a
decision was possibility to disturb of theirs work. Producers of eCall
devices will be forced to develop independent accident detection
modules. This part will be responsible for detecting of accidents and
7PMVNFr*TTVFr.BZ

releasing alarm (calling emergency service as a result) in needed
cases. Problems related to road accident detection and defining value
of acceleration, on which alarm should be released are the most
difficult thing in this research [3].
Time of car collision is very short, about 150-200 ms, while
temporary accelerations peak, for crash speed – 50 km/h, reach 30 g
(where g stands for gravity) (fig. 1).

Fig. 1. Temporary acceleration value chart for Hyundai Excel for
speed 48 km/h [2]
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Half-sinusoid is most common type of acceleration model in
road accident
P

'V 

S
2

T

Figure 2 presents approximation of acceleration value for two
exemplary cars – Ford E150 i Hyundai Excel.

2. Testing airbags controllers
The project developed two research stands. The stand of the
test airbag controllers developed in scope of the R & D project
“Development of a methodology to evaluate a system of automatic
notification of road accidents eCall” is used to reproduce the
voltage signal on the course of characteristic of accelertion during
collision of the vehicle. Such a signal with a suitable scaling can be
sent on the input of collision detection module serial produced
airbags controllers, replacing the signal from the accelerometers of
controller. Display of consecutive voltage signals recorded during the
actual collision, which occurred or not occurred launching airbags,
permit the determination of the mode of action implemented in the
controller algorithm.
In case of accident detection algorithm value of the vehicle speed
change ΔV in the time interval At is evaluated and the limit is
determined by the scale of AIS [3]. Developed under the project
research stand is equipped with a DACs card to generate a voltage
signal sent to the input of collision detection module standard
produced airbag controllers. Appropriate software runs under MS
Windows can restore the driver to pre-bag launch pads, and also
the controller can be programmed. An analysis of the possible use
of mass-produced airbags controllers shows that producers provide
the single usage of them. When repairing the vehicle in which there
was a run airbag, controller should be replaced with a new one.
However the one of the few controllers was selected, for which it is
possible to program the controller to restore the conditions before
the accident. 6Q0909601 driver manufactured by Volkswagen is
part of the research stand for inducting the acceleration (Fig. 3)

Fig. 2. Real waveform and approximating value curve of car
acceleration for Ford E150 i Hyundai Excel [2]

In accordance with data, published by Wolf and Bratton [1]
average crash speed in USA is equal to 35,42 km/h, while average
crash speed of accident according to official date in Great Britain
is equal to 35-42 km/h [5]. Modern cars, are being equipped in
more advanced passive and active safety systems. One of them is
airbag system, turned on during accidents. At present, having 4,
even 6 airbags is standard, for middle class cars while in segment
C cars 8-10 airbags are installed in serial production. Airbags are
deployed in condition which are analyzed with high speed by airbag
controllers. Some car models are using a single controller that is
common for all airbags, but some car manufacturers implement
additional controllers in every car door, eg. Citroen brand. In
such situation every controller works individually, running side
airbags. Decision process of airbag run is split into two steps, i.e.
at first „Wakeup” command is executed, and then airbag is released
or not[4]. „Wakeup” command („Enable”) is activated when car
acceleration fits in range -1 g to -2 g.
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Fig. 3. 6Q0909601 airbag controller manufactured by Volkswagen

Photos of the research stands are shown in Figure 4 and
Figure 5. The simulator is controlled from the PC using the
software eCallControl. The data are reproduced with the Secure
Digital card. The simulator supply voltage is equal to 12V. The
data are reproduced with a frequency of 15 kHz, with a maximum
number of 42 000 samples. It is possible to obtain the output
voltage in the range 0-5V.
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Rys. 6. Block diagram of the simulation stand

Fig. 4. General view on the research stand to dispaly characteristic
of acceleration

eCallControl program runs on a PC give possibility to send
control commands and configuration commands. These commands
are sent to the control board which is responsible for conducting the
simulation process, putting the required values of analog outputs.
To build research stands for the eCall device in a high acceleration
conditions components from industrial automation was used, such as
rails and steel slider. General view of the stand is shown in Figure 7.
Bars were mounted parallel to each other in a vertical plane, on a
wooden base. The slider is placed with the equipment on these bars,
in such way as to minimize friction between the slider and the bars
and allow the quasi-free fall.

Fig. 7. General view on the eCall stand
Fig. 5. Elements of the stand to display characteristic of acceleration

The signal voltage sent to the analog processor input and the
airbag accelerometer signal are switched by the relay.
The element of stand is a computer with instaled software
as eCallControl, eCallConvert and software to erase the fault
memory of airbag controller.
On the stand there was used a device allowing to make a connection
to the airbag controller with diagnostic line K-line. With its help it is
possible to read the fault memory in order to check if the controller
registered the occurrence of the accident and ran airbags and belt
tensioners.To observe a waveform generated by the simulator it was
used a digital oscilloscope. The components of the simulation stand
are powered with 12 V. Schematic is shown in figure 6.
7PMVNFr*TTVFr.BZ

The whole structure has been reinforced on both sides with
using of wooden slats. Rods are marked with height indicators,
for which calculated the expected slider speed in the moment
of collision with deformable barrier. Accelerometer ADXL 150
and a driver airbag 6Q0909601, installed in serial vehicles of the
Volkswagen group (for example, VW Golf, VW Polo, Seat Leon),
were placed on the slider.
Due to the lack of legislative guidelines for the collision
detection algorithm of the eCall device, the project assumes that
the device should call the help of a collision where the airbags would
be activated. This situation is not unequivocal with the arrival of
emergency services to the place of collision, because after sending
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the MSD message, connection between vehicle and Public Service
Answering Point (CPR) is compiled, so that in many cases,
participants of the events can estimate the scale of the incident by
themeselves and send this information to CPR, where the final
decision on the possible involvement of emergency services and
the scale of the aid is taken.
The developed stand has enabled a series of measurements, which
results in aquisitions of data about the conditions in which massproduced controler activates the airbags. For this purpose, based on
the analysis of literature a method of measurement transformation
has been developed and a series of experiments has been carried out,
each time returning controller to the position before the experiment.
These data were then used in the development of electronic collision
detection module of eCall device and collision detection algorithm
that was implemented in this device. The next stage of work was
a preliminary verification of operation of the module, which was
conducted by comparing its effects to the effects of serially produced
6Q0909601 airbag controller by Volkswagen.

is shown in Figure 5. On the basis of data the value ΔV as the
integral of acceleration (using rectangles) for the duration of the
collision was calculated. For the beginning of a potential collision
define the moment when the acceleration value was greater than
1.5 g. Calculation ΔV ended when the overload due to gravity
decreased to 0.1 g. Detailed description of how to calculate this
value are shown below.
The duration of a collision, in most cases does not exceed
150 ms. Based on data from the sensor (or sensors) of accelerate
the controller decides to run or not run the air bag. This process
must be done very quickly, using a relatively small number of
samples of the acceleration, and it takes account of the structural
characteristics of the vehicle. Weight, stiffness of the vehicle and
the position of sensor / sensors are some elements that are taken
into account when developing algorithms for triggering the airbag.
In most cases, the driver should run airbag in 15 ms to 50 ms after
the start of a collision. Therefore, in the analysis of the signal from
the accelerometer, pace of accelerate change in the first phase of
the collision is included.

3. Development of the eCall
device simulator
eCall device simulator was built using a prototype device
developed by the task 2, consisted of two cooperating elements,
representing a total on-board eCall device:
tcollision detection module,
tteletransmission module cooperating with GPS receiver to
determine the geographical position of the vehicle.
Collision detection module is shown in Figure 8.

Fig. 8. Collision detection module of eCall device

The module built is based on an accelerometer ADXL 150, data
processing module with a possibility of recording data in built-in
memory module, I / O module and power module. In the collision
detection module a data processing algorithm for measurement
and collision detection algorithm were implemented. The signal
from the accelerometer in the form of voltage signal required
processing to digital form via the integrated 14-bit analog-digital
converter. The sensor was calibrated by determining the process
output value corresponding to fixed values of acceleration, which
the sensor was subjected. Measurement data from the sensor was
subjected to digital filtering to get rid of unwanted interference.
For this purpose Kalman filter was used. The results of this process
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Fig. 9. The results of filtering the signal from the accelerometer by
using the Kalman filter

In order to develop an algorithm implemented in a collision
detection module two test stands were used. The mass-produced
controller instructions by Volkswagen and recorded acceleration
measurements during the actual collision of vehicles were taken
into account . The result of research is the detection algorithm,
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which starts the analysis of collisions when the value of deceleration
exceeds 1.5 g. Then the following parameters are calcuated:
tthe time in which the deceleration value changed from 1.5 g
to 2 g,
tthe time in which the deceleration value changed from 1.5 g
to 3 g,
ta change of speed (ΔV) during 15 ms after the achievement of
value for the deceleration of 1.5 g,
ta change in speed (ΔV) calculated for 50 ms after the deceleration
value of 1.5 g is reached,
tmaximum acceleration obtained during the period to 50 ms
after the achievement of the deceleration of 1.5 g, and time
after which this acceleration is obtained (starting from when
the deceleration of 1.5 g is reached).

event equal to 0,14s, ΔV value equal to 3.4 m/s is not enough to
run airbag.

Based on these values, a decision whether to launch an air bag
or not is taken. Example of acceleration characterisic during the real
collision is shown in Figure 10. The green (upper) line was drawn
on the basis of data recived from the calculations of the value ΔV by 50 ms from the reaching value for deceleation of 1.5 g.

Fig. 11. Chart prepared on the basis of simulations using the airbag
controller

Fig. 10. Example characteristic of acceleration during the real
collision

4. Results
During the study the signals of varying amplitude and gradient
were used. They were voltage signals recorded during the actual
collision of vehicles in which there was or was not an action of run
airbags. Therefore, the studies of efficiency of the detection collision
algorithm implemented in a production controller was taken.
On the basis of recorded data a chart presented in Figure 11
was prepared. Round markers on the graph are showing the points
for which the airbag was run, and square marks are showing the
points for which the airbag was not run. Each point is represented
by two values – the parameter ΔV and time t. These points belong
to two series. In the case of series A there was running of airbag,
and in the case of series B airbag was not running. The data
analysis shows that collision detection algorithm in addition to
the parameter ΔV value also takes into account the duration of
the collision, because even at the value of ΔV = 3.45 m/s recorded
at the time 0.08 s airbag is triggered, and for the duration of an
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5. Conclusion
Implementation a series of vehicle collisions to investigate the
collision detection algorithm is very expensive, so an alternative
solution was used and it consist of replacing the signal from the
airbag accelerometer controller with the signal displayed on the
basis of data recorded during the real collision. Such a signal
with a properly scaling was transmitted to the collision detection
module input serial produced airbags controller. Displaying
consecutive voltage signals recorded during the real collision,
which occurred or not occurred witch launching airbags, allowed
to determine the mode of action for implemented in the controller
algorithm. In this way a graph showing functioning of the algorithm,
which takes into account the ΔV value, was obtained. This value
depends on the duration of the action, and for a shorter time of
the action, the less value of ΔV is required to run airbag. Based
on this researches the possibility to propose a collision detection
algorithm for the eCall device will be able.
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ABSTRACT
This paper deals with the evacuation from a road tunnel. We have focused on the possibilities of using technological
equipment for evacuation of people. The first part deals with the definition of the evacuation issue. The evacuation
of people comes when an accident is found. It consists of informing people in a tunnel and providing possibilities
for evacuation. At this moment, the technological equipment of road tunnel plays an important role. Using it, we
can reduce the time needed to people in the tunnel to start their evacuation.
The next part aims at presenting a mathematical tool, which is used to calculate the evacuation time. This will be
employed to create a model of evacuation.
The conclusion contains a design of the evacuation model. We compare two types of models. The first is called a hydraulic
model, which is a form of the current model. This model is a mathematical expression of the behaviour of people.
The second type of model is called an individual model. It is a microscopic model, which takes into account an
individual human behaviour. This model will be used to create and display the simulation of the evacuation.
Models will provide a quantitative numerical output and a graphical output in the form of graphs.
KEYWORDS: road tunnel, evacuation of people, fire, mathematical tools, model of evacuation,
technological equipment, simulation

1. Introduction
The fire in road tunnel is considered to be the greatest danger
situation for a road user. Just insignificant number of events that
occur in a tunnel is accompanied by the fire. The consequences of
the fire cause high risk to human life and health. The smoke as a
consequence of fire can spread only in the tunnel tube because the
tunnel is basically an enclosed building. So, all people in tunnel are
in danger, no just the people that are close to the fire. It is necessary
to detect break out of the fire as soon as possible and provide all
persons in the tunnel with this information in an understandable
way. These persons leave the area after they realize the risk and after
that the evacuation starts. Persons can use different evacuation
possibilities: road, evacuation paths, evacuation roads and escape
passages. The main barriers in an evacuation part are crashed
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vehicles and other vehicles. The evacuation is however necessary in
another dangerous events as well. The example of such event is an
act of terrorism, for instance. Nevertheless, this paper is focused on
the evacuation of persons in the case of fire [1].

2. Definition of the person
evacuation problem
The rise of the emergency situation and a process of the evacuation
are shown in the Fig. 1. A detection phase starts after the rise of the
fire or, in general after the rise of the emergency event. The fire is
observed either by persons and reported by pressing the fire-alarm
button or phone call in SOS booth. The fire can be also detected
by the electronic fire alarm system and the electronic fire system
turns on the fire alarm [2].
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Fig. 1. Rise of the fire and evacuation process
Source: [2]

Persons in the tunnel are warned by an acoustic and an optical
actuators and their evacuation outside the tunnel or to a safe areas
starts. After the evacuation, the check of the number of persons
and first aid take place. The person evacuation in the tunnel is an
object evacuation. The object evacuation is an evacuation of a small
number of construction objects. The object evacuation is a long
term evacuation, from the time point of view. It is necessary to
keep persons out of the tunnel until the fire is not extinguished
and the smoke is not ventilated [1].
There are many forms of the object evacuation implementation.
In the case where persons must leave the tunnel it is a person leaving
evacuation. In the case where persons can stay in safe areas we are
talking about inner form of building evacuation. The person leaving
form of evacuation is typical for road tunnels. The evacuation
problem can be partly solved by inner form of evacuation where
the tunnel contains two tubes; the second tube can be used as a safe
area. The tunnel tubes are independent zones separated by the
fire-resistant doors and a pressurized ventilation system. Persons
who passed through the fire-resistant doors are considered to be
evacuated, therefore safe. Persons in the safe areas can get first aid
and wait for the IRS to come [3]. There are additional negative firerelated factors that occur after the fire. The main are:
tProducts of combustion,
tLack of oxygen,
tFlame,
tHeat,
State of the art research showns that the most persons had died
because of products of combustion and burned after their death.
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The composition of gases and their quantity depends on the
chemical composition of combustible materials and the type and
amount of oxidizing agents. Organic and inorganic combustibles
are composed mainly of carbon, hydrogen, sulfur, phosphorus
and nitrogen. There are oxides in the flue gas. The fire also leads to
formation of pyrolysis products, such as hydrocarbons, hydrogen
cyanide, etc. Most of these substances are toxic to humans and
exposition to these substances has fatal consequences. There are small
particles of carbon, tar and other solids among the combustion
products as well. The smoke is a compound of solid dispersion
particles with a size 10-5 to 10-7 cm dispersed in the gaseous products
of combustion. The higher the amount of fine solid particles is, the
more irritation it causes to the respiratory tract, eyes and more
reduced the visibility is. The amount of smoke particles and the
resulting optical density of smoke depend primarily on the type
of burning material. It is necessary to dilute the smoke with clean
air to improve the visibility. A gradual decline of the oxygen is a direct
result of ongoing oxidation reaction which leads to the lack of
oxygen. There is 21 % of oxygen in the air in normal conditions
and it falls to 10% – 14% due to the fire. Reduce of oxygen leads
to breathing problems and to loose of the ability to make logical
decisions.
Flames are the main outcome of an oxidation of the flammable
gases in space. The release of flammable gases goes on even if there
is not enough oxygen in the space and flames are moving outside
the burning area. This flow of the flames can easily spread the fire
to significant distances. The heat is a product of the fire with vital
impact on the spread of the fire. The fire temperature can easily
exceed 1000 °C. The temperature of fully developed fire is always
higher than 500 °C. The specific temperature that human body
can survive depends from the contact time. The effects mentioned
above affect the persons in road tunnels [4].

3. Factors that affect the
evacuation of persons
The main factors which affect the evacuation in tunnel:
tMental condition of the people in risk,
tPhysical condition of the people in risk,
tConstruction of the tunnel,
tTechnological equipment of the tunnel.
The mental status of the people is one of the main factors
affecting the evacuation. An another important factor is location
of both persons and the fire. Sometimes persons even must pass
through the fire in order to reach the safe place. In this case persons
can make a decision not to evacuate themselves but wait for
help instead. This situation can happen in case of back-forwardpropagation of the fire. The opposite situation is if the persons are
located in the safe place but make a decision to leave it, e.g. when
one truck driver left the safe place to take a cell phone. Another
example of irrational behavior is if person reject to leave SOS cabin
and cross smoked space to reach a safe place. SOS cabin do not
protect against smoke or heat. Some studies shows that persons
are phone to go back than to pass through smoke-covered place
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and reach safe place. An average opacity when persons decide
to return is 3 meters, and women are returning more often than
men. Furthermore a panic can occur when persons do not feel safe
or secure. The person protection is more complicated if persons
do not have sufficient information about fire building security,
evacuation options and about an existience of escape routes. The
panic can also occur when persons just thinks that there is a fire
in the tunnel. The risk of panic is rising with falling capacity of
the escape routes and with the higher density of persons. The
panic does not occur if a flow of evacuating persons move from
place of fire to the safe place but the panic occurs when this flow
stops. The physical condition of evacuating persons has significant
impact on the evacuation. The evacuation is the easiest if persons
are between 20 and 40. The ability to move is falling as the age
is rising. Persons younger than 20 tend to underestimate the
risk of fire. Other situation is when persons are older or not able
of movement. These persons tend to act passively and tend to
succumb to the fear and became mentally immobile.
The construction of the tunnel has a significant impact to
person protection. The first is the right location of escape routes.
The escape routes should have be placed at visible places to have
psychological impact to evacuees. Building construction, escape
exits doors, constitute barriers to avoid the spread of the smoke,
the fire and the heat. We can divide tunnel to zones and protected
areas using them. The lighting and ventilation plays a vital role as
well. The risk of panic rise in case the light or ventilation is not
sufficient [1][11].

3.1. Technological tunnel equipment
We can divide technological equipment of the tunnel according
to evacuation impact as follows:
tEquipment for detecting the fire or other emergency,
tEquipment for informing persons in the tunnel,
tEquipment for informing about evacuation possibilities and
to provide evacuation possibilities.
The dividing is shown in the Fig. 2. The fire detection equipment
includes video surveillance, electric fire alarm, SOS booths and
system for opacity measuring.

element for the detection of fire. It turns out that it is not enough
just to measure the actual temperature at the ceiling of the tunnel:
measuring of its growth is also important. Sensors in the tunnel
must cover the entire length of the tunnel tube. The linear detectors
of electronic fire alarm are being used to this purpose. It is possible
to cover some places such as escape corridors, service rooms by point
detectors. Height of the tunnel, the location of the sensor and air
velocity in the tunnel influence the time of detection. SOS cabins
are important part of the tunnel security because they are used to
establish emergency communication with the tunnel dispatcher. In
addition to verbal connections, SOS cabins allows communication
with dispatcher by using the buttons that are able to establish direct
communication with IRS. The distance between the cabins, cabin
equipment and their marking is also important [7].
The system for opacity measuring is part of an integrated fire
identification system. The measuring device is designed to measure
the carbon monoxide, nitrogen oxides and other products of
combustion. Optical air pollution caused by combustion fumes
from internal combustion engines, but also from fire. Radio and
communications equipment, sound distribution equipment, optical
and acoustic beacons are being used to inform persons in the tunnel.
Radio and communications equipment enable using of mobile
phones in tunnels, including eCall (automatic notification of an
accident). This system allows communication with people in
the tunnel over radio receivers in vehicles thus the operator can
provide exact instructions to persons in the tunnel what reduce
the evacuation time.
The dispatcher can provide information and instructions using
sound equipment. The average clarity is required. The escape routes
can be equipped with sound equipment to avoid clumping of people
at the door of escape corridors and to better control the evacuation
process.
The acoustic beacons belong to novel elements of tunnel security
so they are not in technical standards and so they are implemented
rarely. The first acoustic beacons have been used in tunnel under the
Mont Blanc for the first time. The acoustic beacons produce a sound
or combination of sound which allows better orientation in tunnel
with reduced opacity caused by smoke. The acoustic beacons are
located next to escape routes.
The marking of distance to the evacuation routes, tunnel
lighting and ventilation of the tunnel are information evacuation
equipment [1],[6],[7].

4. Evacuation time

Fig. 2. Dividing of technological equipment
Source: [1]

The important properties of video surveillance systems include
surface coverage and ability to act automatically. The cameras
are important not only for discover the fire but for management
action as well. The electronic fire alarm system is an essential
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The prediction of movement of persons is an essential aspect
of the evaluation their safety. The evacuation is considered to be
safe if required safe egress time (RSET) is smaller than available
safe egress time (ASET).
RSET ≤ ASET
RSET is composed of sub-intervals:
RSET = td + tv + trz + tu
Where:
trz = tr + tz,
td – time from the beginning of the fire to the fire detection (minutes),
tv – time form the fire detection to the start of the evacuation (minutes)
© Copyright by PSTT , All rights reserved. 2012
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tr – time from the start of the evacuation start to decision of the
person to evacuate (minutes)
tz – time from the decision of the person to evacuate to real evacuation
(minutes)
tu – estimated evacuation time (minutes)

Fig. 3. Available safe egress time ASET
Source: [5]

ASET is shown in Fig. 3 [5].
Time from the beginning of the fire to the fire detection depends
on the fire detection equipment. Time form the fire detection to
the start of the evacuation depends on the fire safety equipment,
security management and reaction of the people. The time from
the evacuation starts to evacuation execution is a significant time
delay in the evacuation time. This time includes decision-making
process and time to evacuation execution.
A perception is the time period in which person observe warning.
An interpretation is the time interval when persons evaluate the
severity of warning and there is a decision-making. Persons find
additional information which is significant for their decision in
this period. The time from execution of the evacuation is a time
interval in which persons carry out a series of measures which they
consider before making an evacuation be necessary, for example,
meeting children, gathering valuables, documents and so on.
The most significant events affecting the time form the beginning
of the evacuation to evacuation execution include:
tThe way to fire alarm – it is usually declared by a technical
device. Clearly audible warning message broadcast sound
device or a radio transmitter is considered to be the most
effective method. Warning sirens sound signals are less
effective because they require more time, when people
gather information about an event.
tVisual approach - decision-making process can be greatly
influenced by behavior of others in the tunnel.
tTraining - training of persons intended to respond to warning
signals is largely influencing a decision-making process.
tSocial relations - in the emergency situation, the person will
first try to gather family members and persons who have a close
relationship. Such activity takes some time, especially if they
are close relatives of the incident together.
tService stuff – good and rapid personnel response may
significantly reduce time required to beginning the evacuation
Estimated time between beginning of the evacuation to
evacuation execute is estimated at less than 1 minute if the
information of the occurrence of an emergency to gets to people
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through the broadcast warning messages. In case of acoustic
signal it is 4 minutes.
The estimated evacuation time is the period when there is
a movement of people via object to the open air or in another
safe place. A hydraulic model is used to estimate this time [5].
The analysis of movement process is typically focused on
evaluation of time necessary to overcome a certain distance and
transit time of communication nodes. Persons are generally not
moving in direct contact with structures that limit the escape route
during the evacuation. So, the effective width of escape route is
reduced by the nominal width which is not used as a following
formula shows:
We = W – ΔW,
where:
We – Effective width of the communication (m)
W – Nominal width of the communication (m)
ΔW – Ineffective part of the communication (m)

(1)

Ineffective width of the communication is different from the
barrier to barrier, for example, it is 150 mm next to doors, 200 mm
around the corridors, 100 mm for other barriers and 460 mm for
wide passages [5].
The size of the person-flow depends from the number of persons
and their size. The size of persons depends on age, body size and
clothes. The real layout of man is only slightly different from an
ellipse whose axes are formed by width and thickness of a man.
The average areas per persons are listed in Tab. 1.
The density of people can be expressed by the equation:
m

D

Ej
¦
j
1

n

(2)

Si
¦
i
1

where:
D – Density of persons (person * m-2),
E – Number of persons,
S – Area of space (m-2) [8][9].
Table 1. The average areas per persons
Age, clothes and luggage

Area (m2.person-1)

Children
Adolescent
Adults
- wearing light summer clothes
- wearing an average clothes
- wearing heavy winter clothes
Adult wearing average clothes
-with a carry-on luggage
-with a suitcase
-with a backpack
-with a heavy luggage
-carrying one child
-accompanied by one child
-with luggage and accompanied by
one child

0,04 - 0,06
0,06 - 0,09
0,100
0,113
0,125
0,180
0,240
0,260
0,390
0,200
0,260
0,320

Source: [9]
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If the people start to group together in evacuation corridor,
the density of the people in the given corridor start to rise and
the people will lose their ability to move freely. Their movement
will be determined by the movement of flow of the entire group
instead. If the density is lower than 0,54 os.m-2, then the persons
are able to move independently on other persons. If the density is
higher than 3,8 os.m-2, then the movement of the persons will stop
completely. The dependency of persons movement speed from the
people density can be seen in the (Fig. 4).

with. The model should also take into consideration aspects of the
human behaviour, e.g. when the persons do not take the shortest
path to exit or there are disabled persons present in the tunnel.
Table 2. The values of the movement speed of the specifically
disabled persons
Type of limitation

Horizontal
communication
m.s-1

Electric wheelchair

0,89

Manual wheelchair

0,69

Crutches

0,94

Walking stick

0,81

Walker

0,57

Without aid

0,95

Without disabilities

1,25

Source: [10]

5.2. Individual model
Fig. 4. The dependency of persons movement speed from the
people density
Source: [10]

The movement speed of persons depends on physical disabilities
of individuals. The values of the movement speed of the specifically
disabled persons listed in the Tab. 2 have been determined for the
movement of the individual, not the entire group [10].

5. Evacuation model of the
person in road tunnel
Models that serve an evaluation of the evacuation of persons
can be in general divided to hydraulic models (flow models) and
individual models (microscopic models).

Individual model regards an evacuation as an interaction of
individuals and simulates real environment conditions that closely
describe the reality. The model can be created by description of
the various aspects of the human behaviour. An individual is
considered to be an active object with its properties. The individual’s
behaviour is described either by simple rules if – condition – then
– activity, or by specific degree of uncertainty. The latter allows us
to employ the fuzzy logic to describe the objects more realistically
in behavioural perspective. The basic rules include:
tobject moves towards the closest exit,
tobject moves around the obstacles using the shortest path
possible,
tobject keeps minimal distance from another objects,
tanother objects are by the object considered as obstacles,
tobject re-evaluates the rules in each time step,
individuality of the object is taken into consideration (age, gender,
disability, degree of physical comfort etc.) [11],[12].

5.1. Hydraulic model
Hydraulic model is the simpler one and nowadays it is used
more often. It assumes with a lot of approximations, therefore it
is necessary to subject its results to validation. Model itself can be
created through description of the simple aspects of behaviour
and movement, using mathematical equations. Some of them are
described in this paper. The model is based on empirical data and
empirically determined equations. The model reflects individual
parameters, such as time before start of the evacuation, people
density, distance to escape exits, effects of various obstacles in
the evacuation way (e.g. stopped cars in a tunnel) [11][12].
The model can be used to rather accurate evaluation of the time
of evacuation, given accepted assumptions. However, the use of
this method is limited if the large number of persons is assumed
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6. Conclusion
This paper deals with an evacuation of the people from a road
tunnel. We assume with a scenario, in which persons that are present
in the tunnel are endangered by a fire or other extraordinary event.
We set a boundary for the evacuation problem and contemplate
factors that affect the evacuation process. A special attention has
been given to technological equipment that can decrease an
evacuation time. Their effects on the evacuation time need to
be quantified through a mathematical model. A mathematical
apparatus that describes behaviour of the flow of people during
the evacuation is presented in the paper. The same apparatus will
be used and implemented in the form of mathematical model on
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a computer. The results must be validated, either by comparison
with the result of existing evacuation models or through comparison
with the experimental data obtained during real tests.
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ABSTRACT
The paper presents laboratory studies on measuring accelerometers, which were modelled in the classical differential
equations, as well as the fractional calculus. Measurement errors were examined and the classical and fractional
models in terms of dynamic properties were compared. The advantages of fractional calculus in modelling dynamic
elements were also indicated.
KEYWORDS: fractional calculus, measuring transducer, measurement errors

1. Introduction

(4)

The recent dynamic development of the research into the use of
fractional calculus for the analysis of dynamic systems encouraged
the author to attempt its use for the analysis and modelling of
transducers and measurement systems. The differential equation
describing an absolute movement of the transducer’s seismic mass
[4], [6], [7], [8] takes the form:

Generalizing equation (4) in view of the fact that integer
order derivatives in the integral equation derivative are a special
case of non-integer derivatives, we can write down:
(5)

(1)
A relative shift of the seismic mass is introduced in equation (1):
w(t)=y(t) - x(t)
changes it into:

(2)
(3)

Taking into consideration the assumption that the dynamic
behavior of the element responsible for damping is better described
by the fractional derivative, equation (3) is written down as:
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2. Identification of transducer
dynamics
In order to identify sensor dynamics, a measurement system
was constructed (Figure 1).
The DelataTron accelerometer, Type4507, manufactured by the
Bruel&Kjaer company, characterized by sensitivity of 10.18 mV/
ms-2 was examined. The sensor was placed on the electrodynamic
inductor.
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Figure 4 shows the signals entering the system identification
block. The model signal amplitude differs from the amplitude of
the identified signal.

Fig.1. Block diagram of the laboratory measurement system for
examining accelerometers

A model accelerometer produced by VEB Metra, type KB
12, sensitivity of 317 mV/ms-2 was aligned in one axis with the
examined sensor. The input signal was the vibrations of the
inductor plate actuated by a sinusoidal signal from the generator.
The model signal was the one from the KB 12 sensor, whereas the
signal examined was the signal from the 4507 sensor.
The main objective of the study was identification of the
mathematical model of the 4507 sensor on the basis of signals
received from the sensors. The identification method applied
here was ARX [1], [2], [9] – the examined signal was compared
with the model signal and on the basis of the comparison discreet
transmittance of the examined sensor was determined.
Signals were collected at a sampling frequency of 10 000
Hz each with the use of the measurement card. The sampling
time used in the ARX method was 0.0001 s. The voltage-source
signals were examined. Then they were converted/translated into
acceleration. Identification was accomplished with the use of the
MATLAB&Simulink package [10] (Fig. 2.).

Fig.4. Signals entering the identification block: blue – model signal,
red – identified signal

As a result of the ARX identification method, the identified signal
and the signal characteristics in the model have the same amplitude
and there is no phase shift between these signals (Figure 5.)

Fig.5. ARX block functioning: top: the characteristics being
identified (red) and the characteristics from the model (blue);
bottom: error characteristics during identification

Fig.2. Measurement system for the examined sensor identification

In order to compare characteristics from the model sensor, examined
sensor and the examined sensor model in the MATLAB&Simulink
environment [10], the system presented in figure 6 was built.

As a result of the ARX identification method, the examined
sensor transmittance looks as follows:

G( z)

0,79196 z 2  0,51435 z
z 2  0,6439 z  0,048034

(6)

Figure 3 depicts frequency characteristics of the sensor’s
amplitude and phase

Fig.6. The system comparing characteristics from the model sensor,
examined sensor and the obtained model of the examined
sensor
Fig.3. Amplitude and phase characteristics of the sensor model
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case (the sinusoidal characteristics of 300 Hz in frequency), the
median for the error characteristics is:
tfor the sensor’s relative error: 29.1945%
tfor the model’s relative error: 29.5564%

Fig.7. Comparison of signals: blue – from the model sensor; red –
from the examined sensor; green - from the examined sensor
model. Axes: X – time, Y – acceleration

The comparison of the characteristics indicates that signals
from the examined sensor and the examined sensor model have
identical amplitudes.

3. Measurement error analysis
As a result of conducted measurements (section 1) high
values of error peaks were observed. They are a consequence
of the determination of error for the characteristics of variables
over time, which change their values from positive to negative.
Sensitivity of the examined sensor is much lower that that of the
model sensor – thus we deal with the cases when the model sensor
displays the acceleration value close to zero, whereas the examined
sensor, due to its low sensitivity, indicates zero. Hence peaks in the
characteristics of errors. The lowest error value is reached at values
close to the amplitude, the highest – at those close to 0.

Fig.8. Error characteristics: X – time, Y – relative error (%)

It can be concluded that the sensor’s model reproduces the
model signal with the relative error larger by 0.3619% than the
sensor’s error. This value occurs at examining the characteristics
of the same frequency as in the case of the examined sensor
identification. When the frequency of the examined characteristics
is different from that at identification, then the error values will be
higher. The relative error values for the sensor and its model for
different frequencies are shown in Table 1.
Table 1. Relative error values for the sensor and its model
Frequency
[Hz]

Sensor’s relative
error [%]

Model’s relative
error [%]

100
200
300
400
500

45.2213
22.9227
29.1945
70.60.78
90.5626

30.8089
30.2997
29.5564
28.3097
26.0184

The bigger the difference between frequencies of the examined
characteristics and the characteristics at which identification was
accomplished, then the bigger the difference between the median
relative error of the sensor and of the model is.

4. Comparison of the integer and
fractional order models of the
accelerator
In order to check whether the model based on the fractional
order equation describing the dynamic behavior of the object
reproduces the model signal better than the “classical” model, on
the basis of the sensor transmittance model (6) determined by
the ARX method, a group of models was determined by means
of fractional order equations. Our investigations started from one
Q 2 fractional order responsible for damping. The order of the
Q 2 derivative changes the range of values from 0.94 to 2.08 by
a 0.02 step.
Frequency characteristics of the models’ amplitude and phase
are depicted in figures 10 and 11.

Fig.9. Error characteristics in the changed Y scale

It was assumed that the measure of accuracy of the dynamic
characteristics reproduction by the examined sensor and the model
of this sensor shall be the median relative error. In the examined
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Fig.10. Amplitude and phase characteristics for different

Q2
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Fig.11. Amplitude and phase characteristics for different
changed Y scale

Q2

in a

Fig.14. Amplitude and phase characteristics for Q1
the “classical” notation

1 (green) and

Fig.15. Amplitude and phase characteristics for Q1 1 (green) and
“classical” notation – enlarged scale in figure 14

10.0049
9.4956

300

20.8042

8.7522

400

20.8039

7.5058

500

20.8040

5.2144

Similar investigations were carried out for the
order.

Q1

Fig.13. Amplitude and phase characteristics for changed
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fractional

Q1

The difference by
which the median
relative error
value decreased
with regard to the
“classical” model
[%]

20.8040
20.8041

Median relative
error for the
fractional order
model [%]

The difference by
which the median
relative error value for
the fractional order
model decreased
in relation to the
classical model
[%]

100
200

Frequency
[Hz]

Median relative error
for the fractional
order model [%]

Table 2. Median relative error values for the fractional order model

Table 3. Median relative error values for the fractional order model
Frequency
[Hz]

Fig.12. Amplitude and phase characteristics for the fractional
notation Q 2 2 – green and for the classical notation - blue

100
200
300
400
500

20.8040
20.8041
20.8042
20.8039
20.8040

24.4173
2.1186
8.3903
49.8039
69.7586

In summary, we can conclude that out of the group of
characteristics of the Q 2 fractional order the closest to the ideal one
with reinforcement and phase shift equal 0 is the characteristic for
the order equal 1. Due to the way of transmittance determination
of fractional coefficients describing the sensor’s dynamic behavior,
the amplitude and phase characteristics differ from the same
characteristics determined for the “classical” notation of dynamic
behavior (transmittance is different).
On the basis of amplitude and phase characteristics of the
sensor’s model obtained by the ARX method and the sensor’s model
determined by the “fractional order method” it can be concluded
that the fractional order model reproduces the sensor’s dynamic
behavior far more accurately:
tamplitude and phase characteristics are closer to the linear
characteristic in a larger scope of signal processing;
tin the case of frequency above 1 Hz, amplitude and phase
frequencies are almost linear: magnitude is within the
boundaries from -2.02 to -2.03 dB, and the phase shift is within
the range from 0.040 to 10-6. In the case of the “classical”
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model of the transducer model, one cannot think about such
great linearity.
Determination of the median relative error for the examined
characteristics, let us claim that:
tmedian relative error in the case the fractional order model’s
response is examined is constant up to the third decimal place
(this is confirmed by linearity of earlier obtained Bode’s plot
of frequency characteristics);
tin each examined case there is an advantage when the sensor’s
fractional model is used, the more so, the higher the difference
between the frequency at which the “classical” model was
determined (300 Hz) and the frequency of the examined
characteristics. For the cases examined, the percentage decrease
in the median error ranges from 5.2144 to 10.0049 %.

5. Examination of the
accelerometer models of ν1
and ν2 fractional orders
Bode’s plot of frequency characteristics for the Q 1 and Q 2 order
combinations was examined (Table 4).
Table 4. Order combinations of orders in equation (5)

Q1

0.94

0.96

0.98

1

1.02

1.04

1.06

1.08

Q2

1.94

1.96

1.98

2

2.02

2.04

2.06

2.08

It is worth noticing that Bode’s characteristics in the case of
fractional Q 1 only and Q 1 and Q 2 are of a different shape when
it comes to low frequencies. Above 1 Hz it is practically of no
importance whether it is only Q 1 which is non-linear, or Q 1 and
Q 2 . Frequency characteristics are practically identical. Thus, the
use of non-linear Q 1 only has the same effect as using fractional
(non-integer) Q 1 and Q 2 . The very method of determining the
sensor model’s dynamic behavior affects accuracy of such a model
processing. In the case of classical and fractional models for
identical (integer) orders the observed processing accuracy is
higher in the case of the “fractional” type model.

6. Conclusion
The use of the fractional calculus for describing characteristics
of dynamic systems seems justified for the following reasons:
tGlobal research into numerous physical phenomena (description
of properties of viscoelastic materials, liquid permeation through
porous substances, electric load transfer through an actual
insulator, heat transfer through a heat barrier, or descriptions
of friction, [3], [11], [12], [14]), showed that fractional calculus
describes this type of phenomena more accurately than classical
mathematical analysis.
tContinuous physical phenomena of the real world should be
described “intuitively” by means of differential equations of
orders taken from the set of real numbers and not only, integer
numbers, i.e. discrete. Classical integrals and integer order
derivatives are only specific cases of the fractional calculus.
tThe fact that in previous decades researchers from different
areas of science did not use the fractional calculus is accounted
for by the author by the lack of IT tools having great computing
potential which in our times are widely accessible.
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ABSTRACT
The climate of our planet is changing, which, scientists believe, is caused by the production of greenhouse
gases (GHG). To stabilize the concentrations of those gases in the atmosphere, it is necessary to decrease their
production. Since transport is one of the major sources of GHG emissions, the most obvious solution is to
decrease fuel consumption by vehicles. The amount of fuel used by a vehicle depends directly on the force of
driving resistance, including rolling resistance and air resistance. The aim of the article is to indicate one of the
easiest possibilities of decreasing these resistances. A small change in the shape of a vehicle’s frontal area leads to
a significant reduction in air resistance.
KEYWORDS: driving resistance, air resistance, fuel consumption

1. Introduction

consumption. Besides other pollutants, approximately 2.5 kg
CO2 are emitted to the air for each kilogram of petroleum fuel
combusted.

The climate of our planet is changing. This leads to the melting
of glaciers, an increased frequency and severity of whirlwinds and
rainstorms, as well as increases in average yearly temperatures.
These changes seem to be caused, at least partially, by anthropogenic
production of greenhouse gases. One important step toward
combating GHG emissions have been Kyoto conferences devoted to
the discussion of climate change and the measures necessary to be
taken to prevent anthropogenic interference with climate. As a result,
one hundred and forty one countries committed themselves to
a reduction of GHG emissions. Europe is responsible for around
21 % of global GHG production and agreed to reduce GHG
emission levels by 8 % with respect to their production in 1990.
The share of the particular human activities and their impact on
the production of greenhouse gases, converted to CO2 equivalent,
are presented in Figure 1. It is apparent that transport is the second
most important producer of GHG. Transport performance in tonne
kilometers and passenger kilometers increases with the growth of
GDP and industrial production. A growth in transport (particularly
in road transport) leads to a growth in GHG emissions because
higher performance of transport is connected with higher fuel
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Fig. 1. Share of activities in greenhouse gases production expressed
in CO2 equivalent [data modified according to
Source: http://epp.eurostat.ec.europa.eu/portal]

Legislation aims to control the negative consequences of
transportation by imposing more rigorous limits on exhaust
emissions. These legislative arrangements create a basis for alternative
fuel exploitation, improvements in engine combustion process,
© Copyright by PSTT , All rights reserved. 2012
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and better construction of vehicles. The easiest and quickest
reduction of GHG emissions can be achieved by decreasing a
vehicles` fuel consumption through rational driving and by simple
technical modifications aimed at lowering driving resistances.

2. Driving resistance

Of

m  g  f  cos D ,

(1)

where:
m - mass of the vehicle [kg],
g
- acceleration of gravity [m/s2],
f
- rolling resistance coefficient,
α
- angle between horizontal and travel plane [°].

2.1 Rolling resistance

2.2 Air resistance

Rolling resistance is caused by the wheel rolling on a flat surface.
The tyre must change its shape from circular to more flattened.
The tyre tread is compressed when it enters into contact with the
road, and after leaving the contact area, it has a tendency to return
to its original shape. This is the reason why pressure in the contact
area is not homogenous (see Figure 2). The rotation of the wheel
causes the total force Fz of the pressure in the contact area to move
forward in the direction of wheel movement. It has the same value,
but an opposite direction to the gravitational force Fz. These two
forces are shifted by distance e and together form torque Mf with
a direction opposite to the torque which caused the movement of
the tyre. This is how rolling resistance arises. The higher difference
between the pressure in the front and the rear part of the contact
area, will cause the larger distance e and moment Mf. The intensity
of this moment changes with the pressure inside the tyre and also

Air resistance appears when the speed of the air flow around
the vehicle differs from zero. We will assume that the relative speed
of air is equal to the speed of the vehicle, i.e. the air is motionless
relative to the ground, and only the vehicle is moving. The size of
air resistance can be calculated from the formula:

Ov

1
 U v  v 2  cx  S ,
2

(2)

where:
ρv - specific mass of the air [kg/m3],
v
- velocity of the air with respect to the vehicle [m/s],
cx
- drag coefficient,
S
- effective surface of the vehicle`s front area [m2].

The specific air mass
The value of the specific air mass depends on the pressure and
the temperature. The specific air mass is lower when the temperature
is higher, and higher atmospheric pressure causes an increase in the
specific air mass. The value of the specific air mass in particular
conditions can be calculated from the formula:

Uv

U

273
p
 s ,
273  t s po

(3)

where:
ts – air temperature [°C],
ρ – specific mass of the air 1.29 kg/m3 at temperature to = 0 °C
and at pressure po = 0.101325 Mpa,
For example, according to Wong (1991), a change in the
temperature from 0 qC to 38 qC causes a 14 % decrease in air
resistance, and a change in elevation (with respect to the sea level)
of 1219 m decreases air resistance by 17 %.

Driving velocity
Fig. 2. Formation of rolling resistance. (data modified according to
Marcín and Zítek 1985)

depends on tyre construction, tyre diameter, road surface, driving
speed, axis geometry, temperature, etc. To overcome the moment
of rolling resistance, promotion of force Of to the centre of the
wheel is required. The distance between these forces is the dynamic
radius rd of the wheel. The fraction e/rd can be substituted by rolling
resistance coefficient f . The value of rolling resistance can be
calculated from the formula:
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Driving velocity has the most important influence on the value
of air resistance. Increasing the velocity from 80 km/h to 90 km/h
(i.e. a 12.5% change in velocity) will cause a 27 % increase in air
resistance.

Drag coefficient cx
cx is a non-dimensional parameter. Its value depends on the vehicle’s
construction and on the operational conditions. The most important
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is the shape of the body, especially its front part, the shape of the
chassis, wheels and their covers, the outside mirrors, etc.
Small changes in the shape may cause an extensive change in
air resistance. This is shown in Figure 3.

In our study, we wanted to demonstrate that even a small
change in the vehicle’s frontal area can cause a significant change in
fuel consumption. As an experimental vehicle, we used a motorcycle,
rather than the more common automobile, assuming that, for obvious
reasons, the effect of drag is relatively more significant in the case of
motorcycles and that an improvement in this parameter will have
a more pronounced effect on fuel economy. We used a Suzuki TU
250X motorcycle, produced in the year 1998 (Figure 4).
Masses:
kerb weight
215 kg,

driver weight

Fig. 3 Small changes in a vehicle’s shape and their influence on air
resistance

2.3. Grade resistance
If a vehicle moves up a slope, its weight can be divided into two
parts. One part acts perpendicularly to the road and the other part
acts in parallel with the road. The second part restrains the vehicle
from movement (in case of elevation) or supports the movement
of the vehicle (in case of declination). This force is called elevation
resistance. It is possible to calculate its value from the formula:

r m  g  sin D ,

Os

80 kg,

freight weight
10 kg.
The instant mass of the motorcycle was 305 kg.
The motorcycle was equipped with a four-stroke air cooled onecylinder engine (250 ccm, 15 kW), equipped with a carburettor and
a five-gear box.
The estimation of the different driving resistances:
Rolling resistance
Bias ply tyres were used in the motorcycle. Its rolling resistance
coefficient was f = 0.015, and cosa = 1 (no declination). Thus, the
motorcycle’s rolling resistance was estimated as

(4)

where:
m - vehicle’s mass [kg],
g
- acceleration of gravity [m/s2],
α - angle between the road and the horizontal plane,
± - number sign + is valid for elevation
- is valid for decline

2.4. Inertial resistance
Inertia opposes changes in vehicle movement. If a vehicle
accelerates or decelerates, its inertia acts against this change. The
size of inertia resistance can be calculated using the formula:

Oa

m  a G ,

(5)

where:
m - vehicle’s mass [kg],
a
- acceleration [m/s2],
δ
- coefficient of influence of rotating parts.

3. Calculation
All these resistances manifest themselves during driving and are
overcome by the force produced by the engine. The energy for that
comes from combustion of fuel. In case of increased resistances, the
combustion is increased as well.

Fig. 4: Experimental vehicle

(6)
Air resistance
The effective frontal area S was calculated using the square
network method. S=0.4566 m2 in our case. The value of the air
resistance coefficient was estimated as cx = 0.9. For the estimation
of air resistance, we assumed that these values were constant. Then
(assuming that changes in the air pressure and temperature were
insignificant) air resistance depended only on the relative speed
of the vehicle. The drag for velocities 60 km/h, 80 km/h and 100
km/h was calculated.

(7)
(8)
(9)
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Grade resistance
Grade resistance was calculated for a 5% and a 10% slope:

(10)
(11)
Inertial resistance
With the coefficient of influence of rotation parts δ = 1.1
and acceleration a = 1.5 ms-2, inertia resistance is

(12)
However, inertial resistance and elevation resistance typically
act over a limited period of driving, while drag (as well as rolling
resistance) exerts its effect on the vehicle during the whole period
of its movement. Therefore, when the influence of speed changes
is limited by a proper driving technique and/or by choosing an
appropriate route (highway), drag easily becomes the major factor.
To improve the drag of the vehicle, a frontal shield with an area
of 1569 cm2 was installed. The total frontal area of the motorcycle
with a driver was 4566 cm2. Thus, the area of the shield was only
1/3 of the total frontal area.
To measure the effect of the drag change on fuel consumption,
two testing rides were performed. One ride was made without the
shield and the other with the shield. All the remaining relevant
conditions of the ride were the same for both rides, unless stated
otherwise.
The ride without the shield was performed on the highway from
Škofje in Slovenia (45°34`47.49``N 13°47`47.51``E; elevation 27
metres) to Bratislava in Slovakia (48°08`52.48``N 17°04`17.20``E;
elevation 152 metres). The vehicle covered the distance of 550 km
in 6 hours, 57 minutes and 29 seconds. The average speed was 79.05
km/h. The air temperatures varied from 11 °C to 14 °C. The vehicle
consumed 18.37 l of fuel. The average consumption was 3.34 l/100 km.
After the shield was mounted, the driver rode in the opposite
direction. Measurement was made on the way from Bratislava
(48°08`52.48``N 17°04`17.20``E; elevation 152 metres) to Ljubljana
(počivališče Barje) (46°01`44.35``N 14°28`42.51``E; elevation 292
metres). The vehicle travelled the distance of 447.8 km in 5 hours,
24 minutes and 21 seconds. The average speed was 82.83 km/h. The
air temperature varied from 10 °C to 17 °C. The vehicle consumed
13.73 l of fuel. The average consumption was 3.07 l/100 km.
An effort was made to reduce the variability of all the assumed
driving resistances, except for drag:
Grade resistance
It was necessary to take into account the small differences in
elevation changes between both rides. The first ride started from
Škofje with the elevation of 27 metres and finished in Bratislava
with the elevation of 152 metres.
The travel back started in Bratislava and was finished at a
filling station near Ljubljana with an elevation of 292 metres.
The differences in elevation were measured using Google
Earth 4.0.2693(beta), 2006 software. The difference in elevation
between Škofje and Bratislava (ride without shield) was 125
metres and between Bratislava and Ljubljana (ride with shield)
140 metres. The difference between the two rides was 15 m. On
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the basis of vehicle consumption, it was possible to calculate the
efficiency of conversion of fuel energy into the mechanical energy
of driving, which was estimated at 19 %. Thus, the differences
between the two rides (in terms of unequal changes in elevations)
could contribute around 0.01 l of fuel to the total consumption.
Rolling resistance
The process of estimating rolling resistance has been described
above. The value of rolling resistance depends on the velocity of
the vehicle, pressure inside the tyre, type of the tyre, surface of the
road, elevation and temperature.
The pressure inside the tyres was kept unchanged on both
rides. The path was chosen in such a way that there were only small
elevation differences. The slope on the highway did not exceed 6
%. The effect of this slope (cosa = 0.9982) on rolling resistance was
assumed to be negligible and was not considered in the calculations.
The air temperature was similar during both rides. It can, therefore,
be assumed, with good reason, that the rolling resistance was the
same for both rides.
Inertia resistance
The rides were performed on the same highway, and the driver
(same for both rides) was instructed to maintain a constant speed
over the entire course of the experiment and not to accelerate or
decelerate, unless absolutely necessary. Therefore, it was assumed
that inertia resistance was the same for both rides.
Air resistance
Air resistance depends on the velocity of the vehicle. The driver
tried to keep constant velocity and did not exceed 100 km/h. The
travel from Škofje to Bratislava took 6 hours, 57 minutes and 29
seconds. The distance driven was 550 km. The average velocity
during this travel was 79.05 km/h. The travel from Bratislava to
Ljubljana took 5 hours, 24 minutes, 21 seconds. The distance was
447.8 km. The vehicle achieved an average velocity of 82.8 km/h.
The higher velocity caused a higher air resistance. Assuming a
19 % efficiency (see above), it can be estimated that the higher
velocity led to an increase in consumption of 0.92 l.

4. Conclusion
The results of our experiment show that a change in the front
shape of a vehicle has an effect on fuel consumption. The elevation
resistance, the rolling resistance and the inertia resistance for both
driving directions was comparable. The change in fuel consumption
was mainly affected by the change in air resistance, which, in turn,
was affected by the change in the shape of the vehicle. The results
of the measurement are shown in Table 1. The consumption was
reduced about 0.27 l/100 km after the shield was installed, which
is an about 8.08 % decrease.
When the increase of fuel consumption caused by higher
speed and a greater elevation change in one of the routes is taken
into account, the “normalized” consumption with the mounted
shield will only be 2.86 l/100 km instead of 3.07 l/ 100 km. In this
case, a consumption decrease of about 0.48 l/100 km (14.35 %)
was achieved.
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Table 1. Final Fuel Consumption

Bibliography

Fuel consumption

without shield

13.73

3.07

with shield

Bratislava

3.34

550

Ljubljana

18.37

Škofie

[l/100 km]

Bratislava

Path of travel
from
to

Distance
[km]
[l]

447.8

Conditions

This experiment shows that even a small change in the
front shape of the vehicle can cause a significant change in fuel
consumption. In terms of everyday praxis, this means that driving
with open windows, unnecessary use of a roof luggage carrier,
a wrongly set roof deflector of a lorry, etc. may significantly affect
fuel consumption and consequently increase the costs of vehicle
operation and production of emissions.
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ABSTRACT
This paper presents selected problems of Intelligent Transport Systems (ITS) interoperability. Their nature is
related to the determination of interoperability, communication aspects in functional areas – ITS subsystems and
to European and national interoperability frameworks..
KEYWORDS: information systems, transport systems, telecommunication law

1. The Nature of Interoperability
The interoperability is a broad term and understood in different
ways. For example:
tpopularly – the interoperability is a capability to cooperate of
people, products and various systems;
tthe interoperability stands for a possibility of cooperation of
various separate organisations to achieve objectives agreed and
favourable for all parties, at simultaneous sharing the information
and knowledge between those organisations through the
supported business processes, by means of data exchanges via
appropriate systems – European Interoperability Framework;
tthe interoperability is a capability of information systems of
public administration units to work together for the public
tasks implementation – National Interoperability Framework;
tthe interoperability of services – is a capability of
telecommunication networks to work effectively to ensure
a mutual access of users to services provided in those
networks – the Telecommunication Law.
The interoperability is an extremely extensive term. It covers
many areas, which are usually thought of as entirely separate. For
the sake of order and clarity it is worth adopting an interoperability
definition in the area of our interest, i.e. in the field of Intelligent
Transport Systems (ITS).
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In popular terms the interoperability is understood as systems
or products capability to interact collision-free and to work
compatibly together, providing services to those systems users.
The interoperability is a characteristic of products or systems,
which functionalities are implemented without disturbances. The
interoperability applies both to the systems operated and to the
systems planned for implementation in the future, if the interaction
with the operated systems is required.
Referring the interoperability term to the resource and product
of the information society, which is information, and especially to
systems enabling its transmission, processing and presentation, this
term seems to be clearly specified. In modern telecommunication
and ICT systems and networks the integration of data and a collisionfree information transfer is a fact, it is the essence of those
systems and networks interoperability. The interoperability means
a collision-free provision of telecommunication and ICT services
to users, consisting not only in the information and data transfer,
but also in the data processing, storing, presenting and making
available in a user-friendly way.
The interoperability in telecommunication systems and
networks is implemented in three aspects – semantic, technical
and organisational. The semantic aspect enables the formation of
a common layer for systems communication, the technical aspect
creates the grounds for a collision-free information exchange,
while the organisational aspect creates the organisational-legal
conditions to ensure the interoperability. It is worth emphasising
that telecommunication systems are an integral part of ITS. The
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very systems enable the creation of modern ITS solutions and
architectures and their operation for the information society. The
European FRAME architecture is an example of such architecture.
The interoperability of telecommunication and IT systems
used in the field of ITS is a capability to interact of various
telecommunication and IT systems operating now and planned
for implementation within the ITS. This interaction consists in a
collision-free and safe processing of data and in transferring the
information and data of specific structure for the needs of ITS
stakeholders and users. The interoperability of such systems also
means a capability of various computer systems to communicate
with each other and to implement the processes of information
and data exchange to be used by ITS stakeholders and users.

2. Communication Aspects
in Functional Areas – ITS
Subsystems
Synthetically, from the functionality and subsystems point of
view, in the ITS area we specify:
a. data and communication for ITS management – this applies
mainly to the data acquisition and processing in ICT networks
for the needs of road conditions determination;
b. co-modality of passenger transport and information services –
this applies to travellers, it is related to providing information
for travellers and to using various types of transport for their
needs and with the construction of various Traffic Management Centres and ICT networks for the needs of providing
information for travellers;
c. co-modality of freight transport and information services –
this applies to transported goods, it is related to monitoring
and providing various entities (organisations, institutions,
companies) with the information on the roads condition and
capacity, prevailing safety of transported (especially dangerous) goods, their optimal use; the monitoring and informing of
interested parties is performed be means of information and
data transferred in specialised ICT networks;
d. traffic management – applies to the road traffic management
in real time in a strategic and tactical dimension; it is carried
out by Traffic Management Centres and ICT systems for the
needs of providing information for drivers and for public and
freight transport users, of traffic managing and controlling, of
traffic and events monitoring;
e. safety, regulations enforcement and emergency responses –
applies to the reduction of accidents, injuries and damages
in transport, enforcement of regulations, provision of help to
the injured and saving lives of transport participants; the ICT
structure and provided services are used for that, with the eCall as an example;
f. public transport management – applies to the execution of
tasks in the field of transport services planning and creating
schedules, timetables, providing the travellers and drivers with
information in real time; it applies to the public transport vehicles fleet management, selective vehicles detection, their automated localisation etc.;
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g. toll collection – applies to the collection of charges for the road
and communication infrastructure used, in an electronic and
traditional form.
As mentioned above, the indicated functional areas and at the
same time ITS systems have ICT resources enabling the data and
information transmitting, processing, collecting and presenting
for the ITS needs. Those resources refer to the telecommunication
and ICT systems and networks, both public and special, dedicated
to the ITS needs. Without such systems existence the indicated ITS
functionalities cannot be executed. Frankly speaking: intelligent
systems do not exist without such resources and it is difficult to
imagine the ITS interoperability.

3. European and National
Interoperability Framework
The telecommunication and ICT systems are a resource, a means
and a tool for a safe management of the transport infrastructure,
conditions and vehicles monitoring, for informing the ITS contractors
and users as well as for implementing other ITS functions. It is
obvious that these systems should be interoperable. The legislation
and standardisation documents in an international, national and
regional dimension attach significance to those problems. They
indicate optimal ways for resolving the interoperability problems
in the field of ITS, aiming at the integration of operated systems,
designing, building and implementing compatible systems and
cancelling the island systems.
The European Commission takes care of the ITS and
telecommunication systems interoperability problems. It has issued
a number of documents on this issue and the European Interoperability
Framework EIF deserves attention.
Issuing this document the European Commission took the
position of maximisation of the social and economic potential
of information and communication technologies, to ensure the
interoperability of information and communication services in
Europe. The point is to create and use an interoperable and single
European market for the needs of work, education, transport,
travel etc. The need for effective interoperability within the EU is
a central part of the digital agenda, one of the leading initiatives
under the Europe 2020 strategy.
According to those statements the EIF defines, recommends
and promotes the interoperability problems on the European
market, making them problems open and prone to development.
The document does not impose a specific technology for ITS
problems resolution. An assumption was made that the open
standards and solutions should be implemented in an optimum
software.
Under the European digital agenda the European Commission
has been implementing the European Interoperability Strategy
(EIS) and the European Interoperability Framework (EIF), hence
two key documents promoting the cooperation between public
administrations of European states and the interoperability
issues. Both EIS and EIF recognise that the interoperability has
a legal, organisational, semantic and technical dimension. The
issued documents create the interoperability foundations in the
© Copyright by PSTT , All rights reserved. 2012
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organisational- standardisation dimension and clear the way for
those foundations implementation into practice.
In the organisational-legal field of systems interoperability in
Poland the Regulation of the Council of Ministers of 12 April 2012
on the National Interoperability Framework, minimum requirements
for the public registers and exchange of information in an electronic
form as well as minimum requirements for the ICT systems becomes
significant. This regulation, consistent with the EU directives
recommendations, specifies areas important for the interoperability
problems, namely: the National Interoperability Framework,
minimum requirements for the public registers and exchange of
information in an electronic form as well as minimum requirements
for the ICT systems. These are issues significant mainly for the ICT
systems performing public tasks in the country in various areas of
operation, including ITS. It is important that they have been covered
and presented in the form of a legal document to be implemented,
which provides a good basis to create interoperable systems.
The National Interoperability Framework has an important
role here, specifying the ways of entities conduct, in the field of
measures selection (for the needs of systems establishing, building,
implementing, operating and developing), ICT systems methods
and standards as well as organisational procedures aimed mainly
at ensuring the availability of electronic services, their efficiency
and cost optimisation.
The ways of entities conduct in the field of interoperability
norms, standards and recommendations are important here, where
this scope applies to the organisational, semantic and technical
interoperability, ensuring a technological impartiality, which should
be considered very important.
In the most general approach the ICT systems interoperability
is achieved through:
a. unification – the application of compatible norms, standards
and procedures, starting from the stage of system designing;
b. interchangeability – e.g. of a product (subsystem, service, process) in a way imperceptible to ICT systems recipients/users;
c. compatibility – product suitability for use, once the requirements are met and there are no undesirable impacts.
The interoperability on the organisational level is ensured by
informing the interested parties by the entities performing public
tasks about services provided by the considered systems, indicating
the place of information about that disclosure, standardisation and
unification of procedures for the cooperation between the interested
entities.
The interoperability on the semantic level is achieved mainly
by the use of structures and meaning of the data comprised by
these structures and indicated in the Regulation in question.
Instead, the interoperability on the technological level is ensured
by the use of minimum requirements for the systems indicated in
the Regulation and by the use of various regulations, and if they
are not in place – of Polish and international standards.
It should be emphasised here, apart from the Regulation, that
the interoperability problems from the technical point of view
refer in particular to the used systemic and syntactic aspects. The
systemic aspect refers mainly to the diversity of equipment and
systems used by the network users, to the diversity of communication
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protocols in various network types and levels and to the diversity
of the used operating systems. Instead, the syntactic aspect refers
to the domain of data formats and representation languages, where
the syntactic analysis plays a significant role.
The Regulation defines precisely the minimum requirements
for the ICT systems. The requirements and specific parameters
refer to the interoperability problems not only on the national
scale, but also on the European and global scale. Such situation
enables resolving the interoperability problems in a national and
international dimension, which is now especially important. In the
area of our interest the ICT systems are designed, implemented and
operated taking into account the required functionality consistent
with the needs of users, reliability, productivity, mobility and
maintenance using proven and professional standards and
methodologies. In the field of systems interoperability the problems
of provided services availability, their quality and in particular
safety are also important.
The Regulation presents a number of specific standards to
be implemented in the field of IT systems functionality. At the
same time it orders to adapt the currently operated ICT systems
performing public tasks to those indicated standards within 3
years. This is important to the extent, that the implementation of
considered systems interoperability is not a fiction but the fact.

4. Conclusion
The ITS interoperability is a complex problem. The problem
seems to be the more important, if we refer it to the current situation.
If the issues of various transport types and systems interoperability
are noticeable and resolved mainly on the international and national
level, the involvement on a regional level is much smaller, simply
unnoticeable. Moreover it should be stated that there are no
specific projects related to the ITS interoperability in the country
and also the tools for this problem monitoring, evaluation and
management are missing. This unfavourable phenomenon results
in the origination of island systems. The paper authors consider
that the neglecting of interoperability problems at the stage of
ITS design, construction and implementation and ensuring their
integration with the already operated systems at a later stage is an
incorrect, uneconomical and non-optimal activity.
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